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Effective real-time treatment and control of harmful gases are key to ensuring the
safety of tunnel construction workers. Currently, the monitoring ability of harmful
gases is insufficient tomatch the processing needs, which poses significant risks to
the safety of tunnel construction workers. This paper proposes an advanced
perception and treatment method for harmful gases during tunnel construction,
utilizing the DeepAR algorithm. Real-time monitoring of the concentration and
diffusion of harmful gases is conducted, and a harmful gas concentration
prediction model is established using the DeepAR algorithm, achieving
advanced perception of harmful gases during tunnel construction. The harmful
gas treatment plan is developed in advance, and the effectiveness of the proposed
method is demonstrated by simulation testing under realistic field scenarios and
comparing with other prediction models. The method was applied in a coal mine
tunnel in Qinghai Province, achieving an accuracy rate of 94.3%, which is higher
compared to those obtained using RNN and LSTM algorithms. Moreover, the
computational time is less than 60 s. The method provides timely perception of
the concentration distribution of harmful gases in the tunnel and proposes
targeted treatment measures, verifying the effectiveness of the prediction
model from the perspective of practical engineering application.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous development of modern transportation facilities, more and more
underground tunnels, subway passages and underground spaces have been built and utilized.
In modern tunnel construction, due to the complexity of construction methods and
geological environment (Fei et al., 2010; He et al., 2017; Su et al., 2020), the
concentration and diffusion law of harmful gases produced by different coal seam
structures are different under coal-penetrating geological conditions (Zhang et al., 2023a;
Liu et al., 2023), and the generation and aggregation characteristics of toxic and harmful
gases such as gas and hydrogen sulfide need to be sensed in advance, which will effectively
protect the health of tile workers in tunnel construction (Cao et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2020;
Gong et al., 2022). Excessive inhalation of harmful gases has a great negative impact on
human respiratory system, circulatory system and nervous system, especially under
continuous exposure to high concentration of harmful gases, workers may lose
consciousness and even die. Therefore, how to effectively warn and control the
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concentration of harmful gases during tunnel construction, adopt
effective methods to forecast harmful gases and take
countermeasures in advance is of great practical significance to
tunnel engineering practice (Kang et al., 2010).

Current toxic and harmful gas monitoring and detection
methods rely on real-time sensing devices to monitor gases and
take prompt action to prevent harm to construction workers and
nearby environmental conditions (Chen et al., 2020).
Nonetheless, the

Assessment and identification of dangerous gases during tunnel
construction is greatly influenced by the location of sensor
placement, the work conditions, and the number of sensors
utilized in the process. Meanwhile, a range of geological factors
contribute to differing amounts of toxic gases, their fluctuations, and
overall trends during excavation, all of which pose formidable
challenges for the real-time management and control of these
gases, thereby endangering the wellbeing of construction personnel.

With the development, and application of deep-learning and
artificial intelligence technology, using deep-learning-based time-
series prediction models to make real-time predictions of noxious
gas concentrations has shown extensive potential applications
(Gong et al., 2015a; Zhang and Yang, 2017a; Wu and Fan, 2020).
DeepAR, a deep-learning algorithm specially designed for the
prediction of time-series data, holds high flexibility and
prediction accuracy and has been widely applied across domains,
including transportation, electricity, and finance (Salinas et al.,
2020). However, pertinent research on the prediction and
evaluation of noxious gas concentrations during tunnel
construction lacks an adequate experimental foundation and
having improvement schemes implemented.

This article presents a proactive approach to monitoring and
mitigating the risks associated with harmful gases during tunnel
construction, utilizing the DeepAR algorithm for effective prediction
and control of gas concentrations. Firstly, existing technologies for
monitoring and controlling harmful gases are extensively reviewed,
including a detailed description of the data preprocessing process.
Following this, various time series prediction algorithms are
compared and analyzed to provide a comprehensive assessment of
their respective advantages and limitations. The DeepAR-based model
for predicting harmful gas concentrations is subsequently presented,
with simulated results obtained from actual field scenarios compared
and contrasted with other prediction models. Finally, a comprehensive
discussion is made on the effectiveness of the DeepAR approach in
mitigating harmful gas concentrations. The proposed method provides
a new and promising means of minimizing harmful gas exposure
during tunnel construction.

2 Overview of relevant work

The monitoring and early detection of hazardous gases has always
been a crucial aspect of construction site safety. In China, the
predominant method for mountain tunnel excavation is the drilling
and blasting technique. This method boasts simple, versatile, and
economically efficient equipment and facilities that can adapt to a
wide range of geographical conditions and has been widely employed in
China’s mountain-tunnel excavation processes. However, the use of
drilling and blasting for excavation produces hazardous gases (Zhang

et al., 2023b; Liu et al., 2023), which are more prone to accumulation in
the relatively enclosed spaces of the tunnels. As a result, large-scale
excavation works in tunnel construction lead to a buildup of hazardous
gases on the tunnel surface, severely impacting the construction
workers’ health. Therefore, it is imperative to address this issue
promptly by effectively monitoring hazardous gases, predicting their
diffusion and development laws in real-time during construction
periods, and implementing appropriate countermeasures.

Domestic scholars have developed relevant standards and
specifications to alleviate the construction of tunnels, and have made
relevant regulations on the tunnel construction environment (Industry
Standards of the People’s Republic of China, 2002; Indus try Standards
of the People’s Republic of China, 2009; Industry Standards of the
People’s Republic of China, 2000). For the CO concentration in the
tunnel, it must not exceed 20 mg/m3 and in special conditions, when the
time does not exceed 15 min, the concentration of COmust not exceed
30 mg/m3. CO2 calculated by volume should not be less than 0.5%; NO2

in nitrogen oxides should not be less than 5 mg/m3. At the same time,
relevant standards and specifications also specify the highest allowable
concentration of harmful gases during tunnel construction, time-
weighted average allowable concentration and short-term exposure
allowable concentration. Foreign standards for tunnel construction
research have started relatively early, and Germany, the
United States, and Japan have specified the concentration of carbon
monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide during tunnel
construction in Table 1.

According to the table, it is clear that China implements more
rigorous standards. However, the ventilation method on tunnel
construction sites still follows the traditional approach of “real-
time monitoring before forced ventilation” which leads to poor
effectiveness in treating harmful gas due to the inadequate awareness
of gas diffusion patterns and range. Numerous studies have been
conducted by domestic and international experts and scholars on
the monitoring and treatment of harmful gases in tunnels.

TABLE 1 Allowable concentration of harmful gases in tunnel construction site.

Country Harmful gas Allowable exposure
limits

Ppm mg/m3

China CO 24 30

NO2 5 5

H2S 6.6 10

United States CO 50 55

NO2 5 9

H2S 20 25

Germany CO 30 33

NO2 5 9

H2S 10 14

Japan CO 50 57

NO2 5 9

H2S 5 7
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Matsumoto et al. built a numerical model to analyze the
comprehensive impact of structural, geological, and
environmental factors (Matsumoto et al., 1998). Liu et al.
conducted numerical simulations to investigate the diffusion of
harmful gases during tunnel excavation under press-in
ventilation conditions, revealing the patterns and changes in the
spread of these gases (Liu et al., 2009). Additionally, Liu et al. (2014)
used Fluent simulations to explore the distribution of harmful gases
during the rock breaking process at tunnel exits and to investigate
the wind field characteristics and harmful gas distribution in the
tunnel cavity during this process. Klemens et al. (2001) investigated
the movement of tunnel dust and optimized the current ventilation
methods based on this understanding of dust distribution patterns.
Chen and Su, 2019 analyzed the features of harmful gases in tunnels
and drew upon experiences and data from similar underground
projects in geochemically comparable areas to provide a reference
for studying harmful gases in metamorphic and magmatic rock
areas. Lastly, Huo et al. (2023) applied the key stratum theory, fluid
mechanics, and other theories to propose conditions for the failure
of harmful gases in Jurassic goaf and establish a multi-parameter
control equation for harmful gas discharge from Jurassic goaf to the
coal seam working face.

During tunnel construction, various harmful gases are released, and
their prediction and treatment is essential. Gong et al., 2015b addressed
the problem of detecting multiple harmful gases by using the particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to optimize the weights and
thresholds of the BP neural network. They proposed a method that
combined a sensor array with the BP neural network for monitoring
multiple harmful gases. Fu, 2022 suggested corresponding preventive
measures for gas outburst at different positions in the tunnel and
developed a gas outburst prediction model based on the exponential
smoothingmethod. Li (Li, 2017) proposed awireless network technology
that enables the transmission of video and audio data using 2.4Gwireless
signals and gas data using 470MHZ wireless signals, thereby freeing the
system from cable constraints. Ding, 2011 analyzed the factors affecting
coal and gas outbursts, established two tunnel gas concentration
prediction models using the exponential smoothing and curve trend
prediction methods, and monitored the short-term gas concentration of
the tunnel. Li (Li et al., 2022) tackled the problemof single controlmeans,
control lag, low efficiency, and poor effects of ventilation systems, and
proposed a novel method using the fuzzy PID control technology based
on an improved fuzzy logic theory for comprehensive treatment of
various harmful gases. Wang, 2022 pointed out the drawback of using
harmful gas content prediction technology based on quality sensors,
which overly relies on sensor sensitivity and thus lowers the accuracy of
harmful gas content prediction. They proposed a harmful gas content
prediction technology based on sensitivity infrared sensors. Finally, to
address the high cost of numerous geological drills used in previous
studies that seriously affected construction progress, Zhang and Yang,
2017b used a comprehensive projection calculation method of tunnel-
rock relationship to predict the occurrence location of harmful gases in
the tunnel for the next phase.

3 Data preprocessing

During tunnel construction, harmful gases such as hydrogen
sulfide, methane, and carbon monoxide are monitored using gas-

collection sensors. Wind-speed sensors are used for information
control and monitoring. To track the diffusion of gas, sensors are
placed in various sections such as the leading end of the lining, the
return air outlet, and the face of the excavation area. Figure 1
displays the distribution of these sensors.

Four types of monitoring sensors are used to continuously
monitor gas concentrations inside the tunnel in two states,
traditional ventilation diffusion and system purification through
dilution and spraying. These sensors are programmed to
automatically collect data every 5–60 s, which are then
transmitted via a network to a central PC for storage.

The data collected from sensors are subject to limitations imposed
by the operating environment. These limitations may result in
erroneous, missing or duplicate data during the data collection
process. Thus, data must be cleared and repaired to ensure their

FIGURE 1
Monitor section distribution.

FIGURE 2
Abnormal result of data collection.
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quality and reliability. In this study, we adopted the method of
identifying harmful gas data anomalies to explore the original data
and remove erroneous values. By drawing the time series graph of
harmful gases, we were able to easily identify the exceptional data. For
example, as shown in Figure 2, the hydrogen sulfide concentration and
the methane variation of a collected data segment suddenly drop to
zero, while adjacent data change normally, indicating data loss during
the data collection of hydrogen sulfide concentration. Therefore, the
data of this time period needs to be patched.

The collected raw data exhibits certain patterns. To address
missing data, we employed time series analysis. Specifically, we
utilized the sulfur dioxide data as a time series and employed the
weighted mean method to estimate and fill in the missing data. As a
result, we obtained a more comprehensive and reasonable trend of
the data, as depicted in Figure 3. Similarly, after identifying all
outliers in the raw data, we filled them in using time series analysis,
thereby maintaining the integrity of our dataset.

When dealing with large volumes of raw data or data with high
dimensionality, computing distances between different data can be
extremely difficult. Additionally, utilizing random sampling to
process data poses a risk of producing biased results, while still
being unable to guarantee data completeness. To overcome these
issues, data normalization becomes necessary, especially when
dealing with data that possess varying dimensions. This paper
utilizes the z-score method to normalize raw data. The z-score
method ensures that data errors resulting from varying dimensions
are eliminated. In the case of a data set on harmful gases, the z-score
expression is utilized.

y � xi − �x�����������
1
n ∑n
j�1

xj − �x( )2√

In the equation, y is the normalized value of harmful gases, �x is
their respective mean. The normalized result falls within the range
of [-1, 1].

4 Prediction model based on DeepAR

4.1 Model building

Predicting changes in harmful gas concentrations during
tunnel construction can aid in the early formulation of
effective treatment plans and ensure the health and safety of
workers. The gas concentration data is time-dependent, and can
be viewed as time-series data. A wide range of time prediction
algorithms are available, including the traditional statistical
methods of ARIMA and exponential smoothing models. With
the development of artificial intelligence, deep learning methods
such as RNN, LSTM, and DeepAR have gradually been applied to
time series prediction. Compared to traditional models, DeepAR
is a self-autoregressive recurrent neural network-based time
series probability prediction method. It can handle complex
scenarios such as periodic and multi-variable time series,
accurately predict the probability of large-scale time series
through learning similar data, and is therefore used in this
study to predict harmful gas in the tunnel construction period.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the training and prediction process,
which comprises the following steps.

FIGURE 3
Data patch results.

FIGURE 4
Model training process.

FIGURE 5
Model prediction process.
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Step1: the harmful gas data during the tunnel construction period
was preprocessed, and the results were divided into training and
testing sets. 70% of the data was used for the training set, and 30% for
the testing set.

Step2: the preprocessed harmful gas data was transformed into
DeepAR data format, which is a JSON file consisting of the following
attributes: “start” representing the starting time of the time series,
“target” representing the time series that meets the conditions, “cat”
indicating the classification variables related to the time series, and
“dynamic_feat” representing the non-classification features
associated with the time series.

Step3: we configured the hyperparameters and the model
structure of the DeepAR model. The hyperparameters included
the length of predicted time series, the number of LSTM
layer neurons, the number of LSTM layers, the Dropout
regularization rate, the loss function, the optimizer, and other
hyperparameters.

Step4: the DeepAR model was trained using a training dataset.
During the training process, at each time step t, the network takes
the input of harmful gases, the previous value zi,t−1, and the previous
state �hi,t−1. The current state �hi,t � h( �hi,t−1, zi,t−1, xi,t−1) is calculated
first, and then the parameter θi,t � θ( �hi,t) for the likelihood l(z|θ) is
derived. Finally, the prediction result is obtained using maximum
likelihood estimation. The expression for this prediction is as
follows:

 � ∑
i

∑
t

log l zi,t
∣∣∣∣θ �hi, t( )( )

Step5: After comparing the predicted and actual values, the error
function E is calculated. If the loss function E is less than the
predetermined threshold, the training is considered complete.
Otherwise, the weights and biases in the neural network are
updated using gradient descent, and the computation returns to
step 4 for recalculation.

Step6: After the training process is completed, a model for
predicting the concentration of harmful gases at the tunnel
construction site is obtained.

4.2 Model evaluation

To evaluate the outcomes of the model, this paper introduces the
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as the metric. The equation to
calculate RMSE is presented below.

RMSE �
������������
1
n
∑n
i�1

yi − ŷi( )2√

The equation takes the form of yi and ŷi, which represent the
actual and predicted values, respectively.

5 Model application and result analysis

5.1 Data source

A certain tunnel, spanning 6,044 m, is located in a frigid and
high-altitude area. In accordance with the requirement of geological
forecast for advanced tunnel construction, the geological drilling of
the left tunnel face was carried out in front of the construction plant
while crossing geological formations such as coal seams. When the
drilling was done at a distance of 2 m from the floor, the
concentration of hydrogen sulfide and gas reached as high as
0.010% and 2.5%, respectively, after the drilling depth reached
2.5 m. The analysis of onsite detection data shows that the coal
geological structure of the tunnel excavation is more likely to
produce a large amount of harmful gas, of which methane and
hydrogen sulfide are the main ones. Based on expert experience and
field judgment evaluation, it is necessary to monitor and perceive
harmful gases in real time and take corresponding control measures
to ensure the safety of personnel during the tunnel construction, as
there is still about 1,500 m of coal geological structure for the
subsequent tunnel section, which could be even longer. The
sampling interval of the harmful gas monitoring sensor is
sufficiently frequent, but since there are a lot of monitoring data
and the monitoring duration exceeds 24 h, only the harmful gas
concentration values before and after the detonation and in the front
end of the lining before the initial data selection were chosen.
Preliminary screening and analysis of the initial data shows that
the gas concentration changes are significant only before and after
the detonation, while at other times, they did not exceed the limit
value and tended to be stable. The data results are shown in Table 2.

4.2 Model parameter optimization

The prediction of harmful gas concentration in tunnels using AI
algorithms commonly uses mean squared error (MSE) or mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) as the loss function. However,
MSE is sensitive to outlier values, and handling them may
compromise the integrity of actual data. Hence, this paper uses
MAPE as the loss function.

The DeepAR model was employed to construct a predictive
model for harmful gas concentration at a tunnel construction site.
The optimal parameters of the model were iteratively calculated.
Based on the data from April 2022 at a tunnel construction site in
Qinghai, the model was optimized by varying the number of hidden

TABLE 2 Raw data result.

Date Gas/% H2S/(x10−6)

2021–04-20 00:00:00 0.18 3.6

2021–04-20 00:02:00 0.3 4.2

2021–04-20 00:04:00 0.21 4.7

2021–04-20 00:06:00 0.23 5.5

2021–04-20 00:08:00 0.24 5.6

2021–04-20 00:10:00 0.21 4.5

2021–04-20 00:12:00 0.23 5.2

. . . . . . . . .
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layer nodes, the number of hidden layers, and the optimizer used.
Specifically, the DeepAR predictive model for 5, 10, 15, and
20 hidden layer nodes were separately optimized using
100 iterations. The resulting MAPE values and run times for
different parameters are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

The MAPE values obtained from the DeepAR predictive models
for different structures suggest that the MAPE values decrease as the
number of hidden layer nodes increases and then stabilize,
indicating an increase in the accuracy of the model’s output.
However, an exponential increase in the running time of the
model accompanies the gradual increase in the number of hidden
layers. Therefore, to reduce the running time of the model while
maintaining its accuracy, the model with 10 nodes in the hidden

layer was selected as the baseline parameter to build the predictive
model. The DeepAR predictive models for 2, 3, 5, and 8 hidden
layers were separately optimized using 100 iterations. The resulting
MAPE values and run times for different parameters are presented
in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Based on the MAPE values obtained from the DeepAR
predictive models of different structures, an increase in the
number of hidden layers led to an improved model accuracy.
However, as the number of hidden layers increased to 5, the
improvement in the model’s accuracy reduced significantly while
the model’s running time increased drastically. Therefore, in this
study, a hidden layer size of five was selected as the baseline
parameter for the predictive model.

FIGURE 6
Calculation of MAPE values for different hidden layer nodes.

FIGURE 7
Running time of different hidden layer nodes.

FIGURE 8
Calculation of MAPE values for different hidden quantities.

FIGURE 9
Running time for different hidden quantities.
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We conducted a comparative analysis of Adagrad, Adadelta,
and Adam optimization algorithms, utilizing a learning rate of 10.
The corresponding results of our training are presented in
Figure 10.

Based on the MAPE results obtained from the DeepAR
forecast model with various structures, the MAPE values for
the models under every optimizer decrease continually with
increasing iterations. Among them, the MAPE values for the
models that use Adagrad and Adam as optimizers decrease at the
fastest rates. When the model is iterated 1,000 times, the MAPE
value of the model that uses Adam as the optimizer is
0.064, which is relatively the lowest. Thus, we chose Adam
as the optimizer for the tunnel construction site’s harmful
gas early warning model that we constructed based
on DeepAR. The corresponding parameters can be found in
Table 3.

4.3 Result analysis

This paper presents a case study on gas sampling during a tunnel
construction site. We selected the monitoring data of the past 7 days
to forecast the gas concentration in the tunnel 72 h ahead. Then, we
utilized the data in the advanced perception model for harmful gases
during the tunnel construction period. The prediction result is
shown in Figure 11.

As shown in Figure 11, the predicted results are consistent with
the trend of actual values, with relatively small errors, indicating that
the model has good forecasting results.

To ensure the accuracy of the harmful gas advanced perception
model during tunnel construction based on DeepAR, this paper
performs a comparison between Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) models. The prediction
results of both models are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13, and
their RMSE values and run times are listed in Table 4.

After comparing the results obtained from different models, it
can be concluded that the DeepAR model is a more effective tool for
predicting harmful gases concentration at highway tunnel
construction sites compared to RNN and LSTM models. The
RMSE for the DeepAR model is relatively smaller, and its

FIGURE 10
Calculation of MAPE values for different hidden quantities.

TABLE 3 Predictive model parameters.

Indicator type Parameter result

Number of hidden layer nodes 10

Number of hidden layers 5

Optimizer Adam

FIGURE 11
shows the model prediction results.

FIGURE 12
RNN model prediction results.
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accuracy has reached 94.3%. These results demonstrate that the
DeepAR model’s predicted values are closer to actual values.
However, the DeepAR model takes longer time to run compared
to other models, albeit still within 60s. Nevertheless, the model’s
prediction time fully satisfies the daily working requirements.

5 Discussion on harmful gas control
methods in tunnels

Road tunnel construction sites are prone to harmful gas
diffusion, which poses a significant threat to the health and
safety of workers. In this study, we use real-time sensors installed
at construction sites to preprocess and analyze harmful gas data. By
implementing artificial intelligence algorithms, we can predict and
anticipate the concentration and distribution of harmful gases. This
method enables us to effectively track the development and spread of
harmful gases.

Traditional methods of treating harmful gas during tunnel
construction involve enhancing ventilation and spraying diluting
fluids to purify the tunnel’s air. However, it is currently common
practice to intensify ventilation only after conducting real-time
gas monitoring at construction sites. This practice may lead to
mismatched connections between the concentration and range of
harmful gases, and the effectiveness of ventilation or dilution.
Consequently, ventilation and dilution may not occur on time, be
imprecise, and unsafe. By accurately perceiving and predicting

harmful gases in advance, we can provide a basis for ventilation or
dilution efficacy during tunnel construction. Using advanced
fuzzy PID control technologies, we can open the fans early
and regulate the wind volume, speed, and pressure inside the
tunnel. This will ensure that harmful gases remain within the
acceptable range for worker health, guarantee their
physical wellbeing, and simultaneously maintain construction
progress.

This study proposes a DeepAR-based method for accurately
anticipating harmful gases during tunnel construction. By leveraging
real-time sensor data and considering harmful gas diffusion
characteristics, this approach enables advanced perception and
prediction of harmful gases, which can ensure effective
remediation and providing accurate data. The harmful gas
prediction data obtained from this method can be utilized by
remediation equipment such as fans and atomizers, to implement
intelligent control measures. By setting up the necessary index
parameters for harmful gas remediation in advance, an
appropriate working environment can be secured within the
tunnel while reducing material and resource waste incurred by
ineffective ventilation or atomization, reducing tunnel
construction costs.

6 Conclusion

In the context of constructing coal tunnels, there exist concerns
regarding the safety of workers due to exposure to three types of
toxic and harmful gases: gas, hydrogen sulfide, and carbon
monoxide. To address this issue, this paper proposes a method
for forecasting and managing hazardous gases during tunnel
construction based on the DeepAR model. The proposed method
has been verified through actual tunnel monitoring data,
demonstrating its capability to precisely predict changes in gas
concentration and facilitate effective synchronous treatment of
hazardous gases. These findings contribute to enhancing the
safety of tunnel construction. The primary research conclusions
are summarized below.

(1) Superior advance perception and advance handling of
hazardous gases in tunnel construction sites are of significant
importance for the safety of the construction process. As tunnel
excavation progresses, different layers contain varying
concentrations and changes of harmful gases which, when
anticipated and treated in advance, guarantee the safety of
the construction process. By perceiving and processing
harmful gases ahead of time, accidents during tunnel
construction can be prevented or reduced.

(2) Combining real-time monitoring data of harmful gases in the
tunnel, a method for predicting the concentration variation of
harmful gases at the construction site ahead of time is proposed.
This method enables the prediction of the concentration change
of harmful gases within the next 72 h. The Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) of this method is superior to that of both the
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model and the Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) model, demonstrating an accurate
prediction of the changes in harmful gas concentrations in
the tunnel. The prediction speed is within 60 s, allowing for

FIGURE 13
LSTM model prediction results.

TABLE 4 Comparison of calculation results of different models.

Model RMSE Running time (s)

DeepAR 2.67 58.46

RNN 6.59 34.17

LSTM 3.79 39.62
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sufficient time to develop effective and timely treatment
solutions for harmful gases in the tunnel.

(3) The tunnel harmful gas prediction method proposed in this
study can sense the changes of harmful gas at the tunnel
construction site in advance, and also provides an effective
and accurate data basis for the control parameters of the
treatment equipment, which can save costs and increase
construction efficiency while ensuring construction safety.
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